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Dear Mr. O’Sullivan,
 
Thank you very much for your reply promising a reply ( See below).  It is not that I am impatient  by nature – it is that some kind of
 response is pending since  ARES (2013)3388480  (December 3, 2013).  
 
You might wish to have a look at:  www.elvetia.org/eeas/index.aspx .
 
You might wish to compare  the resources devoted on the control of one of the dossiers of the BA-1 with Switzerland by the Swiss
 confederation  (attached communication) vis a vie the same by EEAS and EEC (http://www.elvetia.org/ba/Q_EP/Q_EP.aspx) I
 understand that with the oncoming EP election, the shuffling in commissioner posts and the reverberations in the ranks below it may
 be an inopportune moment but we both know the Swiss side is much more prevalent ant the same goes for most EEAS functionaries.
 
Sincerely yours;
 
K. Parlavantzas
 
From: MAESTRIPIERI Loretta (EEAS) [mailto:Loretta.MAESTRIPIERI@eeas.europa.eu] 
Sent: Πέµptη, 27 Μaρtίου 2014 4:42 µµ
To: 'parc@elvetia.org'
Cc: DOLAN Jacinta (EEAS); PIRAS Patrizia (EEAS); GRIPPA Gianluca (EEAS)
Subject: RE: Can I expect a reply?
 

Dear Mr Parlavantzas,
 
We acknowledge receipt of your letter to which you will receive a reply in the coming weeks.
Kind regards
Loretta Maestripieri
 
 
From: K.Parlavantzas [mailto:parc@elvetia.org] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:21 PM
To: O'SULLIVAN David (EEAS)
Subject: Can I expect a reply? 
Importance: High
 
 

Kostas Parlavantzas
Areos 12
Maroussi
GR -15122, Athens
  

 Mob : +30 693 70 99 333
Tel: +30 210 80 64 756
Fax: +30 210 80 64 756

 
 

Mr. David O’ Sullivan 
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
EEAS PARC 06/244 
European External Action Service
B-1046 Belgium

  
Tel: +(32-2) 584 95 39
Fax:

 
 

Athens Friday, March 21, 2014
 

REGISTERED LETTER
 
Dear Mr. Sullivan,
 
I trust that you shall find the attached communication to the Chairman to the E. Parliaments’ Delegation for
 Relations with Switzerland informative, actual, accurate, usable, and potentially very interesting. 
 
I believe you will feel the same for the attached correspondence with Commissioner V. Reding, in particular the
 Communication of her Head of Cabinet Mr. M. Selmayr ARES (2013)3388480  (December 3, 2013) delegating the
 matter for action to Mrs. Ashton’s  private office.  I have since not heard a word.
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Please consider both communications as addressed to you.
 
As you can see in the attached correspondence with Commissioner V. Reding  I have based a number of life
 decisions on the Commission’s oral and written assurances which assuming they were well meant at the time have
 not materialized.  Further, as a result of my involvement with the DG1A in 1998 -1999 I almost found myself
 behind psychiatric bars in Switzerland and suffered grave losses. My case history parallels strongly that of Dr.

 Stanley Adams[i],[ii]  Can you offer any support in resolving the V. Reding matter with the Swiss Administration
 and or any advice?
 
At your disposal for any question/explanation.
 
Sincerely yours,
 
Κ. Parlavantzas[iii].

 
 

 
Kostas  Parlavantzas
Areos 12, Marousi   
GR-15122 Athens   
Greece    
    
Home Tel:  +30  210 8064 756  (Voice Answering)  
Home Fax:  +30  210 8064 756   
Mobile Tel:  +30  6937 099 333   

E-Mail:  parc@elvetia.org   
   

Skype:    parc123   
 
Facebook:

  
NB. Time ZONE 

 
GMT +2

 
 

[i] See: www.elvetia.org/sadams/index.aspx
[ii] See: www.elvetia.org/sadams/index.aspx
[iii] See: www.elvetia.org/cv/index.aspx
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